Reparations/Antiracism Videos from UUJEC
2022: Love Calls Us On:
Faith, Religion, and Reparations.
On-Demand Workshop. We discuss how our
liberal faith demands we champion Reparations
and repair the damage caused by an American
system that condoned slavery and continues
to de-value the descendants of the enslaved.
We use an historical and multi-faith lens to
describe what congregations can do to work
toward repair.
Featuring Connie Simon, Bruce Pollack-Johnson, and UUJEC board members Carl McCargo and
Jane Bannor. https://vimeo.com/717875590/1e924f963e?embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=87370104

2021: Reparations: Rooted in Repair
Live workshop (virtual): The doctrine of discovery removed African peoples from their lands,
their culture & nationhood and from the cover of GOD. Learn about the five major areas of injuries and strategies for repair of damages wrought by
African Chattel Slavery. In this presentation, we expound on those injury areas and discuss local, state
and national strategies, including N’COBRA, to repair
individuals and culture and reshape institutions that
financed the chattel slavery institutions.
Featuring Ari Merretazon,Woullard Lett,and UUJEC
board members Carl McCargo and Jane Bannor. https:
//vimeo.com/showcase/8723073/video/568620685

January 2021: Healing from Hate
Healing From Hate examines the root causes of hate group activity through the bold work of
those battling intolerance on the front lines, including “Life After Hate”, an organization
founded by former Skinheads
and neo-Nazis, now engaged in
"We are operating as human beings from one of two places:
transforming attitudes of intolfear of love.
erance, and groundbreaking sociologist Michael Kimmel
And we get to choose which one that is.’
(author, Angry White Men,
Tony McAleer, Life After Hate
Healing From Hate). Documenting a stunning year of hatred in
America, Healing From Hate follows these reformers in their work to de-radicalize White Nationalists, and heal communities torn apart by racism — a deep dig into what’s needed to return
meaning, identity and tolerance to a generation of disenfranchised white men. https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=awxu0NpoI4w&t=145s
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